
 GAMING AUDITION SCRIPT (Round 1)

CLIENT:  Get Mic’d Games

DIRECTION: This Demon/HERO is a master/mistress of disguise, and can morph into any 
presentational being they desire!  They are inhabited by infinite characters - think a highly evolved 
schizophrenic capable of wild transformation, depending on what the circumstances require. 
They refer to their varying selves as ‘WE’ when offering opinions, and battle internally good and 
evil.  There is a physical element to this internal debate between the two characters - find the 
actions and vocalism to suggest them!    MAKE SURE TO SLATE YOUR NAME

FILENAME:  FirstNameLastName_UVOS_Gaming.mp4 (or mp3) 

CRELLUS 
WE truly are a remarkable Beast! Do WE even know why WE’re doing this, sweetheart? 

CRIZZT 
Remarkable indeed! WE DO have a heart, of sorts, and WE won’t let these people die in 

hell.

CRELLUS 
(laughs)Wrong! No, No, No WE’VE no heart and WE’RE certainly not doing this for 

their benefit! HA! WE’RE doing it for their affection, their approval. 

CRIZZT 
Please! WE don’t need their approval. 

CRELLUS 
WE’RE insane. WE try so hard! WE’RE adorable! But they will never love US. Ever. 
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CRIZZT 
Ah, is that how WE play it? So WE should just let US devour them? 

CRELLUS 
Convince US! Stop US! Save their pathetic lives and what - WE think they’ll throw a 

parade in OUR honor? …finally welcome US into the warmth of their hearths? No. They 
won’t even let US past the city gates! WE’RE the hero. But deliver them from the acid 

pits of Mrostwan itself and still they’ll hide their children when they see US coming. To 
them, WE’LL forever be that vile, filthy prow. 

CRIZZT 
Yes however, forever WE will fight for them. 

CRELLUS 
(put out) 

Hells Fire, WE’RE dense. Come on then, hero. Let’s see how hard WE have to squeeze 
that skull before OUR pretty eyes pop out. 

CRIZZT
Ohhh, WE quake in fear (Laughs)
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